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Abstract 
History is a discipline, which enables to make healthy predictions related to the future and to produce correct policies within the 
process of the time, by means of questioning the past. Every society examines the facts and events within its own knowledge, 
skills, conditions, and capabilities as well as tries to give direction to the future by taking lesson from all those experiences. From 
this point of view, ‘History of Revolution’ class is far from being just a static history class confining itself to narration of the past. 
At the same time, it is a dynamic, sociality-increasing culture class, lighting the things that happened in near history by 
evaluating them within the known special conditions of the country and thus showing how to use that knowledge for correct 
decision-making process for the future. Hence, this study deals with teaching ‘Principles of Ataturk and History of Revolution’ 
class at the universities with an effort to find answers to the questions of ‘when this class was started to be thought at the 
universities? and ‘what kind of a progress did it show within the time?  Firstly, the reasons for the emergence of such a class and 
the opinions related to the History of Revolution at one-party period was explained and then the studies regarding the formation 
of History of Revolution programs within the periphery of Turkish-Islamic synthesis were presented, by using descriptive 
scanning method. 
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1. Emergence of ‘The Principles of Atatürk and History of Revolution’ Classes 
History rooted from VHR in Hebrew, means ‘to narrate, to transfer, and to tell’. In Western languages it means a 
discipline ‘historia’ that describes true life past and is based on true life past. In addition to its lexical meaning, many 
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descriptions have been attributed to history. In two of these descriptions, history has found meaning. The first one 
describes history as a science which is based on human and social events and the second one describes history as a 
science based on past. No matter how it is described, the mission of the history as a science is to research past and 
also transfer this to the people of today and future. At this point a question is asked “What does teaching and 
learning history do?”. Learning history helps analyse the past of societies and therefore let people direct and 
organize their lives based on this experience and by taking lessons. Moreover, it directs nations to live according to 
their national values and to remain standing in a healthy way. At this point teaching history becomes an important 
issue (Göç, 2007).  In nation states, one of the most appealing ways to procure national culture and national identity 
has been education of history included in national education. Education of history has been reclaimed as a tool to 
nationalise history and a political legal source. The reason for history to be used in such practical aims is that it is 
one of the best ways of nurture and one of the richest treasures to create national conscience. Such duty which is 
attributed to history to create national identity and conscience has also shaped the education of history. Research of 
history has an important role in developing cultural policies and societies (Köken, 2004:188).   
As the Ottoman Government submitted the appalling conditions of Armistice of Montrose signed on the 30th of 
October, 1918, at the end of World War I, they could not stop the country from being occupied. In this setting, 
Mustafa Kemal, who came to Anatolia as an official inspector, started Turkish War of Independence. The main aim 
of this movement is to found an independent Turkish State that is appropriate for European model over the ruins of 
Ottoman Empire which demolished at the end of World War I. (Sarınay, 2004: 55).   Turkish public struggled to 
survive in this independence war. After this war was won, foundations of the new Turkish State were laid, with the 
developing political events Turkish State got through a period of time when reforms took place. It was thought to be 
important for Turkish public to know this process and understand it (Göç, 2007:10).   
After the declaration of Republic, Atatürk rapidly started reforms. As he was bringing these reforms into life, he 
applied his ideas about history into the process. Studies about history started at early years of Republic, accelerated 
at the end of 1920s. Atatürk used the history as a moral support to improve the state and modernise it and he 
acknowledged history as the most reliable tool for Turkish public to gain individuality (Öztaş, 2009:94).  
In 1925 Ankara Courthouse Law School was opened to raise people that would pursue reforms. The philosophy 
of Turkish Revolution was given as a class in the name of “History of Revolution” by Mahmut Esat for the first time 
in this school. In this respect, lecturers of this school conducted conferences every month which were open to public 
and including debates. On the other hand, with the decision of council of ministers on the 13th of January 1926, 
Turkish Revolution history classes took place among the other classes of Faculty of Literature which were accepted 
by the 6th clause of Ottoman University regulations (Erdaş, 2006:11).   
It is observed that the emergence of History of Revolution classes is related to three reasons. First, History of 
Revolution emerged as a part of science of History since the early years of republic. Second, History of Revolution 
emerged as a part of citizenship education. Each new regime regulates educational programmes according to their 
ideals to raise people which adopt its ideals. In Turkey, raising citizens who adopted the ideals of this new regime 
and making use of history and social disciplines were highly important for the continuity of the regime. The third 
reason of education of History of Revolution was to form a comparative history of revolution (Kaya, 2008:6).   
Turkish Republic has inherited the modernism reservoir and philosophy of Turkism from Ottoman and revised it 
as ‘Westernization despite the West’ and accepted it as the starting point of reforms. Although the influence of this 
philosophy can be observed in political, social and economic reforms, particularly, the foundation of Turkish History 
Investigation Committee (Turkish Historical Society) which is one of the cultural reforms should be analysed in this 
context (Şimşek, 2007:12).   
IV Congress of Turkish Hearts which gathered on the 23rd of April 1930, took the first steps of founding Turkish 
Historical Society. In this congress, “Turkish History Committee” which is a part of Turkish Hearts was established 
in order to investigate Turkish history and civilization. The first meeting of this committee was conducted on the 4th 
of June 1930 under the presidency of M. Tevfik Bıyıklıoğlu. After this date, the committee had eight meetings until 
the 29th of March 1931 and also Atatürk attended these meetings. Turkish History Committee wrote 605-page 
“Guidelines of Turkish History” in 1931. Atatürk started history studies to properly define Turkish history and to 
reveal groundless allegations about Turkish history. After 1930, history studies started to become institutionalised, 
and first “Turkish History Committee” (1930), then “Turkish History Investigation Committee” (1931) were 
established. With the help of Turkish History Investigation Committee “Turkish History Thesis” was put forward 
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and it aimed to indoctrinate national consciousness. In order to teach history, “Guidelines of Turkish History” was 
published (Öztaş, 2007:97-104).  
The most determiner effect of Turkish revolution over the literature of Turkish history was the First Turkish 
History Congress which took place between the 2nd and 11th of July 1932 in Ankara Community Centre and the 
Turkish History Thesis which was accepted at the end of this congress.  This congress was conducted by official 
attempt of Ministry of Education and initiative of Mustafa Kemal. The congress started with the speech of Mahmut 
Bozkurt, Minister of Education in that period, and continued sessions of four main topics and witnessed intense 
debates. The history thesis which was accepted in the congress had these following aims: 1. Legitimating the 
existence of Turkish Republic in Anatolia, 2. Emphasising secularism and in order to keep the new national identity 
away from religion, researching Pre Islamic Turkish history (Middle Asia), 3.  In order to have equal relations with 
other contemporary and independent nations in the world, defending cultural expansion thesis based on Middle Asia, 
which would bring Turkish people among those who created the civilization of today’s world (Yetim&Erşan, 
2008:727).   
In 1932 Reşit Galip offered to teach history of Revolution in universities in the honour of 10th Anniversary of the 
Turkish Republic. This offer took place two years later. The fact that Ottoman University at that time was not 
coherent with the new regime completely played an important role in such an offer. Therefore, the youth of the 
university established an Institution of Revolution depending on history department of the new universities and this 
institution had the aim of engaging in ideals of the republic, adopting the understanding and philosophy of 
revolution. According to Reşit Galip the first qualification of new universities was their nationalism and reformism. 
These new universities would treat the ideology of Turkish Revolution. Turkish Revolution Institution which was 
established for this aim, would investigate the reasons of Turkish revolution in the fields of law, politics, 
legalisation, society and economics; core elements and principles of Turkish Revolution; future of Turkey in every 
aspect. Four staff was allocated for the lecturers that would teach the class. The first one was allocated to Yusuf 
Hikmet Bayur and his assistant Ass. Prof. Enver Ziya Karal to teach political history of Turkish revolution. The 
second one was allocated to Mahmut Esat Bozkurt and his assistant Ass. Prof. Yavuz Abadan to compare Turkish 
Revolution with other reforms in the world and to present its judicial aspect. The third one was allocated to Yusuf 
Kemal Tengirşenk and his assistant Ass. Prof. Ömer Lütfü Barkan to economically analyse reforms. The last one 
was allocated to Recep Peker and his assistant Ass. Prof. Hıfzı Veldet Velidedeoğlu to evaluate the political life in 
Turkey in comparison with political parties and political systems in the world (Göç, 2007:13).   
The lectures were decided to be given for three months, four times a week and in the afternoon. Senior students of 
the university and senior students of War Academy, Engineering, Economy and Trading  schools took these courses. 
The classes were compulsory and the students were responsible for “Atatürk’s Speech” and “History IV” along with 
other courses in the exams. As today, foreign students were expected to be successful in courses given by the 
institution in order to graduate. The aim of this approach is to inform young people who were resigned to pursue 
Republic about how the secular order which is lead by science was gained and could be maintained ( Erdaş, 
2006:14) .   
On the other hand,  on the 9th of March 1934, a Revolution Chair was established in Ankara Law School. 
Students from Faculty of Law, High School were enrolled to this course and also audience out of the school were 
invited and the classes were lectured by lecturers assigned in Istanbul Revolution Institution. Education in this 
school started through a conference by Prime Minister İsmet İnönü on the 20th of March. İnönü stated that the 
meaning of the revolution should not only be analysed in political fields but also in social and moral fields. He added 
that it was the duty of the chair of Revolution history to do so. With the establishment of Revolution Institution and 
Revolution Chair the first serious researches including Republic period started. In order to define the roots of 
Turkish revolution Bayur wrote books including the period from 1876 to the end of World War I. These books were: 
History of Turkish Revolution (1940-1967), External Politics of New Turkish Republic (1935), Atatürk’s Life and 
Masterpiece. These books were the main pieces that aimed to adopt principles of revolution (Erdaş, 2006:15).   
From 1934-35 educational year to 1942, Recep Peker, who was teaching History of Revolution in Istanbul 
University and Ankara Law Faculty, had these topics in his first four classes respectively: The Meaning of 
Revolution, Revolution of Independence , Reactions of Class Revolution (Çapa 2002:44).   
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With the 4240 Law dated 15th of April 1942, Ankara University “Institution of History of Turkish Revolution” 
which was assigned to give classes on “History of Revolution” prepared a curriculum for “History of Turkish 
Revolution Class”. In this class broad evaluations and comparisons were made about the revolutions in world and 
their places in a conference. Later, this method changed and the emphasis was given on the specificity. This 
mentioned curriculum  consisted of an introduction and four chapters: 
Introduction 
The Aim of History of Turkish Revolution 
• A View on the Collapse Era of Ottoman Empire 
 Chapter One 
• The State of Ottoman Empire at the End of World War I  
Chapter Two 
• The Period From the Beginning of National Independence to the Establishment of Turkish Grand National 
Assembly  
Chapter Three 
• The Period From the Establishment of Turkish Grand National Assembly to the Declaration of Republic 
Chapter Four 
• Evolvement of Turkish Revolution, Republic Period (Aksoy, 2006:66). 
 
2. Teaching History Of Revolution In The Period Of Multi-Party System 
The history policies applied in the period of İnönü, particularly between 1940 and 1946, were discussed by 
public opinion after 1946 and in this context the historiography and history curriculum of İnönü period were 
questioned. After 1948, not only one part of the Turkish history but whole of it was analysed. In 1946, transition to 
multi-party system and democratization made out alternative views of history against humanism centred history 
policies.  Nationalism and Turkish History Thesis which were accepted in the period of İnönü were left and instead 
antique Greek and Latin (Humanist) culture were accepted. The main goal to develop the country was 
westernization. To achieve this “Main principles of Western civilizations and Greek and Latin cultures should be 
known and understood.” In the history research in the first years of republic, studies to find out history and culture 
of Aegean and Anatolia played an important role among Turkish highbrows to have “Humanist”   tendencies (Güler,  
2013:3).    
Views of the single partied Government on History and History of Revolution continued until 1950. When 
Democrat Party got in charge, western history started to take more place in programmes in order to be more close to 
western countries. Moreover, as the multi-partied life began, both History programmes and History of Revolution 
Programmes were shaped in the frame of Turk-Islam synthesis. In addition, as the countries started annihilated their 
enmity after World War II, studies started to annihilate concepts of enmity in History programmes and books. In the 
frame of the studies carried by UNESCO, terms and concepts about enmity were removed from history books. On 
the other hand, words and sentences that humiliated other nations were also removed from the History of 
Revolution. In 1960s and 1970s, History of Revolution programmes that were included in the curriculum of history 
continued to shape according to existing political ideas. This period is the one when cultural pluralism was 
constituted and was based on secular state understanding. The fact that this period was called pluralist proved that 
the programme was under the influence of politics. Moreover, some of the topics of history were removed from the 
programme and they were treated as reading passages in the programme. According to 4240 numbered programme 
published in 1942, the course called “History of Revolution and the Regime of Turkish Republic” changes into 
“Atatürk’s Principles and the History of Revolution” by the law 2547 published on the 6th of November 1981. This 
new class which was perceived as teaching history of revolution and considered to be separate from History 
programme since 1930s, officially separated from the discipline of History in 1981. The new programme was in 
practice in 1982. Also in 1982, Kemalism concept was added at the end of the name of the lesson and the name was 
changed into Republic of Turkey History of Revolution and Kemalism. After the intervention the programme was 
constituted by taking the societies Islamic structure and national values around Atatürk’s Principles(Kaya, 2008:7).   
With the acceptance of Higher education  Law no 2547 and according to the constitution, Principles of Atatürk 
and History of Revolution course was added to the curriculum of all universities beginning from the first class and it 
was started to be taught more systematically compared with the past(Yılmaz, 2004:9). In the beginning of 1998-
1999 Educational year, in accordance with University senates’ law no. 2547, article 5, sub clause “ı” and Board of 
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Higher Education Executive Council decisive dated 19.8.1991 and numbered 91.30.920, History of Revolution 




In the early years of Turkish Republic, Atatürk and his friends were aware of the fact that education is very 
important. Among the reforms, special emphasis was given to teaching of history. It is a fact that each state should 
tell the basic idea to its citizens in order to protect its existence. When we consider the importance of history 
education in terms of forming the national personality of young generations, it is natural that history education is to 
be carried out in accordance with the national perspective. For this reason, students had studied national history 
from primary school to university and they have still been studying. The course of History of the Revolution   
emerged as a part of history of science and it   has been taught since 1932. A Revolution Institute was established 
depending on the universities' history branch. At this institute, it was decided that students had to attend courses 
during three months. In the following years, Revolution Chair was opened in Ankara School of Law and therefore, 
serious researches had started to be done including the republican regime. While the name of the course was History 
of the Revolution in 1942, it became Principles of Atatürk and History of Revolution. The course was designed 
again with the decision of the executive committee of Board of Higher Education dated 19.08.1991 and it was 
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